
Chapter 6Homework

l. The energy levels of hydrogenlike atoms are given by: ,, = -! . 
" 
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(a) Calculate the wavelength, in nm, of the n:6 to n:3 radiative transition in He*.

(b) Calculate the ionization energy of He+, in eV
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2. The ls and 2s wavefunctions of hydrogenlike atoms are:

Vr, = Arre-"/oo ,r, = orrlr-2-)"-*'"'
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(a) Prove the r.grs and rqrz, are orthogonal to each other.
(b) Calculate the normalization constant, Ars.

(c) Calculate the most probable value of r for an electron in a ls orbital.
(d) Calculate <r> for an electron in a ls orbital (Note: first normalize

the radial distribution function).
(e) Calculate the probability that the electron in a ls orbitl is between r0

andr2ao/Z
(f) Calculate the probability that r is in the range: aolZ < r < 4aolZ

(g) Calculate the average potential energy of an electron in a:ls
orbital.

(h) Show that the Radial component of r1rr, is an eigenfunction of the
radial Schrddinger equation (below) with l:0

3. The 2p" wavefunction of hydrogenlike atoms is given by:

Vzp, = trr"-zrlzao sin 0 cos f
(a) Calculate the most probably value of r for an electron in a2p^orbital.
(b) Calculate <f> for an electron in aZp*orbital (Note: first normalize

the radial distribution function).

4. One of the wavefunctions of hydrogenlike atoms is:

V/ = A.ft(r).Y,,,(0,e) - trrZ"-zr/3ao sinz 0e2',

(a) Show that Yr-(0,Q) is an eigenfunction of the L2 operator
(below). What is the eigenvalue?



(b) Show that Yr-(O,Q) is an eigenfunction of the L" operator
(below). What is the eigenvalue?

(c) Set up the product of3 integrals in spherical polar coordinates required
to calculate <y2>. You do NOT have to perform the integrals.

5. Two of the complex hydrogen atom d (l:2) wavefunctions are:

ynrrft,O,g) = R,z(r)'sin2 e'ez'q v,r-r(r'0,Q): R,.(r)'sin2 e'e-2''

Use the Euler Relations below to show how these can be combined to yield two real
forms of the hydrogen atom d wavefunctions.

DATA

h:6.63x10-34 J.s I J: I kg.m2lsz
h:hlZn: 1.05x10-34 J's 1 A: 10-ro m

c:3.00x108 m/s:3.00x1010 cm/s k'Nn : R
Ne:6.02x1023 mol-r I amu : l.66xl0-27 kg
k : 1.38x10-23 JIK I atm. : 1.013x10s Pa
R = 8.3 I J/mol-K I eV : 1.60x10-1e J

R: 8.31 Pa-m3/mol-K
fiie: 9.11xl0-31 kg (electron mass)
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Euler Relations: e'' = cos(x) + isin(x) and e-'' = cos(x) - isin(x)


